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“The adolescent 

must never be 

treated as  a child, 

for that is a stage 

of life which s/he 

surpassed. It is 

better to treat an

adolescent as if he

has greater value than he actually shows than 

if he has less and let him feel that his merits 

and self-respect are disregarded.”

(Montessori, From Childhood to Adolescence, p.72)
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AGENDA

■ WHO WE ARE

■ MONTESSORI PHILOSOPHY

■ FOUR PILLARS OF LEARNING

■ QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

■ ALUMNI PANEL



WHO WE ARE  

ACCEPTANCE

COMMUNITY

DEDICATION

HUMOR

STRENGTH



MONTESSORI PHILOSOPHY

MONTESSORI MIDDLE SCHOOL: SPOKANE PUBLIC SCHOOLS: GRADES 7-8

IDENTITY & SOCIAL JUSTICE
Who am I?             What is my place?













2019 memories (2020 

anticipation project).pptx

https://sps81-my.sharepoint.com/:p:/g/personal/erinsc_spokaneschools_org/EYNsyrFhC5RDpGM95O5OZFMBPmhCTNtULK-15fYXHDcUHw?e=dRno6Q


A Sample Weekly Schedule



“Education is a natural 

process carried out by the 

human individual, and is 

acquired not by listening 

to words, but by 

experiences in the 

environment.”

~ Dr. Maria Montessori



QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER
Who is the ideal 
Montessori Middle Schooler?

■ Growth mindset

■ Responsible

■ Accountable for own work and 

learning

■ Can manage own time (without 

teachers doing it for you)

■ Reliable

■ Independent learner (able to meet 

deadlines without additional 

prompting)

■ Involved in their community, want to 

do something for the community

■ Willing to help

■ Willing to work hard

■ Flexible, go with the flow

■ Organized

■ Manage your stuff (it's not your 

parents' job)

■ Don't need constant redirects



What skills are needed to be 
successful in high school & beyond?

■ Agency

■ Strong oral communication

■ Strong written communication

■ Ability to accept and use feedback (from peers, teachers)

■ Revision (adding depth to knowledge)

■ Collaboration 

■ Critical thought

■ Independence (able to know what learning “is for;” more than a grade)

■ Initiative (not just waiting “to be told what to do”)

■ Grit, problem-solving

■ Adaptability



ALUMNI PANEL



THANK YOU.
A single moment can 

sometimes connect you to 

your time. 

-Jess Walter, Citizen Vince

They were all going to be 

okay. But he was falling, 

everything bright and 

crackling. It wouldn’t be so 

hard to raise her, to give 

her the chances she 

deserved. They both loved 

her. And she had…her own 

big heart. She’d probably 

save the whole world. 

-Sam Ligon, Miller Cane

I was up to my knees in the 

world. 

-Annie Dillard


